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What is an iBook?
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An e-book is an electronic book or, in short, the publicati-
on of a printed book in digital form. However, not all         
e-books have a printed equivalent. Some of them exist    
only in digital form. 

Besides texts and pictures an e-book can also include      
other media, like videos, audio recordings, animations or 
interactive widgets, e.g. interactive pictures or quizzes.

In order to read it, you need an electronic device like a 
computer, tablet, mobile phone or a special e-reader de-
vice. 

iBooks is an e-book application developed by Apple to re-
ad e-Books published on iTunes. It is for iOS (iPhone and 
iPad) and MacOS (iMacs, MacBooks, etc.) operating sys-
tems and devices. 

iBooks Author is an e-book authoring application develo-
ped by Apple to create e-books and to pub-
lish them on iTunes. With this app you can 
easily design and write e-books. It is widely 
used for the publishing of course books and 
teaching material. 

Check out other software to create e-books:

• Kotobee

• Atavist

What is an e-book? What is an iBook?

https://www.kotobee.com/
https://www.kotobee.com/
https://atavist.com/
https://atavist.com/
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A video on iBooks author

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pr076C_ty_M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pr076C_ty_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pr076C_ty_M
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E-books in education 
E-books can be very effective tools in the field of education and have become more and more popular. They 
help learners to get involved and can present topics in different ways, and therefore are adaptable to learners’ in-
dividual needs. 

If the e-book is connected to the internet, links can lead learners to additional websites. The use of interactive 
tools can foster interaction and dialogue between professionals from all over the world.

E-books for language learning 

In second language learning and teaching, e-books offer a broad variety of possibilities. Benefits are, for examp-
le, additional teaching and learning material like dictionaries, glossaries or pronunciation guides. By adding com-
ments or highlighting passages or key words, teachers can better support students in their process of                 
understanding a foreign language. 
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Please answer the following questions on your ePortfolio:

1. To what extent have you used e-books before? 

2. What do think about using e-books for your teaching practices and for your own professio-
nal development? What do you think the benefits and challenges are? 

3. What ideas do you have about how you could can use e-books in your own teaching and le-
arning?
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Setting up an iBook with iBooks 
Author
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How to set up an iBook 
In order to set up an e-book with iBooks Author, you need the application. You can download the application on-
to your Mac from iTunes. You can only use the app on a Mac.
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Now it’s your turn! 

Please set up an iBook for a common topic in language education.

Examples: primary school: farm animals, storytellling, etc. 
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Widgets 
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Widgets on iBooks Author 
The app itself offers nine widgets you can use to make an iBook more interactive. 

You can find these widgets at the top bar in the middle: 

On the this homepage (https://www.apple.com/ibooks-author/gallery.html) you can see the different widgets integrated into 
iBooks: 

https://www.apple.com/ibooks-author/gallery.html
https://www.apple.com/ibooks-author/gallery.html
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Widgets on iBooks Author 
Gallery: A sequence of images your readers can swipe or click through, each with its own custom caption.

Media: A movie or audio file readers can play.

Review: A sequence of interactive multiple-choice or drag-to-target questions.

Keynote: A slideshow or other presentation.

Interactive image: A graphic with callouts (labels); readers can pan and zoom to view detailed information about specific 

parts of the graphic.

3D: A3D COLLADA (.dae) file readers can manipulate.

Scrolling Sidebar: Content that’s related to the surrounding text but isn’t part of the main text flow. In the completed 

book, readers can scroll through the contents of the sidebar separately from the rest of the page.

Popover: An overlay (with text, images, and shapes) that opens when the reader taps or clicks an image in the comple-

ted book.

HTML: An HTML5 widget (with the extension .wdgt).‘ 

(Apple Inc., 2018) 
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How to integrate a widget from iBooks Author

This is a video to show you how you can easily integrate widgets into your iBook. 
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Widgets from bookry.com
Sometimes the widgets that iBooks Author offers are not enough for your needs. For example, if you would like to embed a 

YouTube video into your iBook you can do this very easily by using a widget from bookry.com. To use widgets from 
bookry.com you have to register and create an account. You can then create widgets online and afterwards download them 

to put them into your iBook.

https://bookry.com/account/login/
https://bookry.com/account/login/
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How to integrate widgets from bookry.com

This is a short video to show you how you can easily integrate widgets into your iBook. 
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Please add three widgets from iBooks Author and three widgets from bookry.com into your iBook.
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How to publish an iBook
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How to publish your iBook
You can either publish your iBook on iTunes or create a preview version of it, which you can then put into your   

iBook bookshelf and also share with others via eMail or AirDrop.

If you publish your iBook, it will be available on the iTunes store. However, Apple Inc. takes some time to approve 
your iBook.  
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Final task:

Please create a preview version of your iBook and link it to our ePortfolio.  
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Sources & Feedback
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Pictures:

https://pixabay.com

 

sources

https://support.apple.com/kb/PH2789?locale=de_DE&viewlocale=en_US
https://support.apple.com/kb/PH2789?locale=de_DE&viewlocale=en_US
https://pixabay.com
https://pixabay.com
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Feedback 

We are constantly improving our tutorials. It would be great if you could give us some feedback on 
it. Please click on the speaker below. 

Thank you!


